Abstract
Introduction
The 2001 Computer Crime and Security Survey [8] reported that 196 of the respondents to the survey could quantify their losses due to unauthorised use of computer systems at a total of US$378 million in the previous year. While access-control mechanisms, firewalls and so forth may help counter such losses, we can never be confident about security unless we are provided with some assurance of their effectiveness. Such assurance may be achieved, in part, by analysing whether a formal description of the system upholds certain security properties.
Conventional security models such as [3, 7, 14, 16] are operational in nature in that they define how to achieve integrity but do not define what is meant by integrity. For example, the Clark-Wilson model [7] recommends that wellformed transactions, separation of duties and auditing be used to ensure integrity. However, the model does not attempt to define whether a particular security policy configuration actually achieves integrity: evaluating a system ac- cording to the Clark-Wilson model gives a confidence to the extent that good design principles have been applied. However, when we define a complex separation of duty policy, we cannot use the model to assure that a user of the system cannot somehow bypass the intent of the separation via some unexpected circuitous route. In [9] it is argued that to provide such assurances it is necessary to model the behavior of both the system (with its protection mechanisms) and the infrastructure in which the system operates. Infrastructure is everything that serves the system requirements: software, hardware, users, and so forth. Even if a system is functionally correct, the infrastructure is likely to fail: software fails, users are dishonest, do not follow procedures, and so forth. The system and its security mechanisms must be designed to be resilient to these infrastructure failures. Only when a system is characterized in this way can it become possible to analyze whether a particular system configuration (including security policy) ensures integrity.
The approach in [9] provides a formal trace based semantics for integrity that requires detailed formal specifications to be provided for the system and its infrastructure. This requires considerable specification effort and the cost of such in-depth specification and subsequent analysis may be justified for small critical security mechanisms. However, we conjecture that such integrity analysis would not scale well to the configuration of a large and/or complex application system because it would be necessary to formally specify and reason about the potential behavior of every infrastructure component, user and so forth. Furthermore, [9] does not consider any approach to mechanizing the analysis and formal verification process.
In this paper we outline a more abstract and complementary approach to [9] that requires less semantic detail about the operation of the system and its infrastructure. Rather than attempting to model the complete behavior of the system and infrastructure (as in [9] ), we model only those components that are considered relevant to the security policy and configuration. This is done by modeling the system and infrastructure in terms of the constraints that they impose over security relevant components of the system. This results in a definition of integrity consistency that can be solved as a constraint satisfaction problem [12] .
An advantage to expressing integrity analysis as a constraint satisfaction problem is that there exists a wide body of existing research results on solving this problem for large systems of constraints in a fully mechanized manner, for example, [13] . Constraints have been used in many practical analysis tools, such as Concurrent Engineering and Computer Aided Verification, for example, [6] . Thus, the results in this paper provide a direction for the development of practical tools for integrity analysis of complex application system security policies.
A further advantage to using a constraint based framework is that it becomes possible to carry out a quantitative analysis of integrity using soft constraints [4, 5] A quantitative analysis provides a fine-grained measure of how secure a system is, rather the simple coarse-grained false/true provided by the conventional 'crisp' constraints.
Introduction to Constraint Solving
Constraint Solving is an emerging software technology for declarative description and effective solving of large problems. Many real life systems are analized and solved using constraint related technologies.
Constraints have been sucessfully used in the analysis of a wide variety of problems ranging from network management, for example [10] , to complex scheduling such as [2] . They have also been used to analyze security protocols [1] and in the development of practical security administration tools [11] . In [11] constraints are used to help the System Administrator to easily describe network configurations and relations among servers, firewalls and services for the final users. Constraints are used to represent, in a declarative manner, the relations among network objects. This permits the use of local propagation techniques to reconfigure the network when hardware/software changes occur (particularly in a wireless environment). Such automatic reconfiguration would not be possible if the network policy was encoded using conventional shell scripts.
The constraint programming process consists of the generation of requirements (constraints) and solution of these requirements, by specialized constraint solvers. When the requirements of a problem are expressed as a collection of boolean predicates over variables, we obtain what is called the crisp (or classical) Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In this case the problem is solved by finding any assignment of the variables that satisfies all the constraints.
Sometimes, when a deeper analysis of a problem is required, soft constraints are used instead. Soft constraints associate a qualitative or quantitative value either to the entire constraint or to each assignment of its variables.
More precisely, they are based on a semiring structure Ë · ¢ ¼ ½ and a set of variables Î with domain . In particular the semiring operation ¢ is used to combine constraints together, and the · operator for projection.
Technically, a constraint is a function which, given an assignment Î of the variables, returns a value of the semiring. So is the set of all possible constraints that can be built starting from Ë, and Î (values in are interpreted as level of preference or importance or cost). Using the the levels, we can order constraints: to say that ½ is better then ¾ we will write ½ Û ¾ . When using soft constraints it is necessary to specify, via suitable combination operators, how the level of preference of a global solution is obtained from the preferences in the constraints. The combined weight of a set of constraints is computed using the operator ª ¢ defined as´ ½ ª ¾ µ ½ ¢ Ë ¾ . Moreover, given a constraint ¾ and a variable Ú ¾ Î , the projection of over Î Ú , written
Integrity Analysis with Crisp Constraints
In [9] functional requirements are expressed as properties over traces of actions at an interface of a system. We take a more abstract approach by describing requirements in terms of constraints on variables that are invariant over the lifetime of the system. In this section we re-cast the example in [9] in terms of these constraint variables.
Consider a simple enterprise that receives shipments, and generates associated payments for a supplier. Requirements Analysis identifies the actions shipnote and payment, corresponding to the arrival of a shipment (note) and its associated payment, respectively. For the purposes of integrity, the analysis has identified a requirement that the system should not pay its supplier more than the stated value of goods shipped.
Let the constraint variables ship and pay represent the total value of goods shipped to date and the total value of payments made to date, respectively. Constraint Probity describes the requirement as an invariant over variables ship and pay.
Probity pay ship Consider the implementation depicted in Figure 1 that uses separation of duties [7] to ensure that Probity is met. When a shipment arrives a clerk verifies the consignment at goods-inwards (entering consign into the system). When an invoice arrives, a different clerk enters details into the system, and if the invoice matches a consignment, a payment is generated. So long as the operations are separated then a single clerk entering a bogus consignment or invoice can be detected by the system. Let variables inv and con represent the total value of invoices and consignments, respectively, received to date. Specifications Clerk1, Clerk2 and Appl define the constraints on the system variables, reflecting invariants that are expected to be upheld by the clerks and the application.
Clerk1 con ship Clerk2 inv ship
Appl pay Ñ Ò´con invµ The supplier's interface Î to the system is modeled in terms of the variables ship and pay. Constraints between these variables are used to characterize our requirements for the system. We want to ensure that the implementation upholds probity through this interface, that is, the combined constraints across Impl Clerk1 ª Clerk2 ª Appl ensure Probity:´I mplµ · × Ô Ô Ý Ú Probity We are unconcerned about the possible values of the 'internal' variables inv and con and thus the constraint relation Impl · × Ô Ô Ý describes the constraints in Impl that exist between variables ship and pay. By definition, the above equation defines that all of the possible solutions of Impl · × Ô Ô Ý are solutions of Probity, that is, for any assignment of variables then Impl · × Ô Ô Ý Ë Probity The implementation must ensure that even in the presence of failures within the infrastructure (clerks), then it can still support the Probity requirement at it's external interface with the supplier. The behaviour of a failing (dishonest) clerk is not constrained by specifications Clerk1 or Clerk2. Thus, the constraints of the implementation where one clerk fails (constraint ØÖÙ ) are´Clerk2 ª Applµ oŕ Clerk1 ª Applµ and we havé
This means that implementation can still ensure Probity even when a single clerk fails and we have verified that this particular separation of duty configuration is actually effective. As expected, the system is not resilient to the failure of both clerks:
Quantitative Integrity Analysis
The previous section uses crisp constraints to describe system requirements and implementations. When a quantitative analysis of the system is required then it is necessary to represent these properties using soft constraints.
Consider again the Probity requirement and suppose that we aim not only to have a correct implementation, but, if possible, to have the "best" possible implementation. To do this we consider a soft constraint between variables ship and pay that assigns to the configuration ship and pay the preference level represented by the integer 1 . If we are looking for the best implementation for the buyer, then we will try to maximize this level. In this way, different instances of the same system can be compared, and different implementations can be checked and analyzed.
Soft constraints also provide a basis for evaluating and comparing less resilient implementations that cannot uphold the intended requirement. For example, if an acceptable implementation Imp cannot be found to satisfy Imp · × Ô Ô Ý Ú Probity then one might be satisfied (in some sense) by selecting the best of the less resilient, but acceptable implementations. Given insufficiently resilient implementations Imp ½ and Imp ¾ then their corresponding semiring levels provide a relative ordering that allow the selection of the 'best' of the less resilient implementations.
Probabilistic based reasoning can also be done within the soft constraints framework. For example, consider an implementation Imp3 that ensures that the number of payments is never more than 3, regardless of the number of shipments received. This is represented as:
Imp3 pay ¿ Assume that there is a constraint on variable ship that specifies the probability of the possible number of shipments made at a certain time. If the nature of the probability distribution is such that it is generally more likely that the value of ship is greater than ¿, then Imp3 is a not unreasonable implementation (despite Imp3 · × Ô Ô Ý Ú Probity not holding).
Discussion and Conclusion
By modeling the system and its infrastructure only in terms of abstract constraints, we argue that it becomes more realistic (than [9] ) to consider modeling large complex application systems. Constraint solving can be done for large problems and, therefore, the proposed integrity analysis (as a constraint satisfaction problem) should scale up to similarly large/complex application systems configurations.
In [15] a policy analysis technique is proposed for detecting possible conflicts between separation of duty, user role assignment and role inheritance rules. This can be thought of as providing an analysis on, what is, in effect, the constraints on user role assignments. While useful, it is limited since it does not consider any further semantic information about the system and/or infrastructure. It would be interesting to apply the integrity analysis techniques proposed in this paper to extend the results in [15] for RBAC models.
Soft constraints can be used to provide a quantitative analysis of integrity. Section 4 outlines how soft constraints might be used to provide a measure of integrity to compare the effectiveness of different system configurations. If it is not possible to develop a resilient system configuration that fully meets the set of system requirements, then one may wish to consider the best of the less resilient, but acceptable (in some sense) configurations. For example, if it is not possible to configure a system that is resilient to all internal fraud, then an acceptable alternative might be to keep the fraud within some limit. Section 4 sketches a simplistic example of this; further research is required to develop this in general.
Another application of soft constraints to the analysis of integrity is that it allows the use of quantitative information in modeling the system and infrastructure configuration. By associating probability measures with component failures, we have used (elsewhere) soft constraints to validate that a system configuration/policy achieves integrity within some degree of probability.
In [1] soft constraints are used to represent confidentiality and authentication properties of security protocols. This approach is not unlike the strategy taken in this paper. The solution of the resulting constraint system gives a measure of the confidentiality/authentication of the system. In [1] a protocol run is compared with an "ideal" run without spies, When the solutions differ an attack to the protocol is identified. The proposed integrity analysis must consider various 'spy's, each characterizing the threats that a protection mechanism must withstand.
